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The thrcshold powcr for laser induced breakdown in
liquid H c q h a s lwrn investigated above and below the
I-transition. The results seem to indicate that the threshold
power is mainly determined by the impurity content of the
liquid.
Recent experiments "-4 on lascr induced breakdown
in compressed helium gas and in liquid helium suggest
that optical breakdown is caused by an electronic
avalanche mechanism 5. According to this mechanism
the threshold powcr for opticaE breakdown shouId
increase with decrcasing electronic scattering rate, or
with atomic density sincc electrons are mainly scattered by atoms. This close relationship between the
threshold power and the atomic density has indeed
been observed both in helium g a s i m 3 and in liquid
helium from 4.2 O K . to 2.2 O K 5 v 4.
At lower temperatures, however, WINTERLING,
HEINICKE and D R A N S F E Lobscrvcd
D~
a strong tcmpcrature
variation of the threshold power, rvhicIz incrcnscd by
one order of magnitude on cooling from T a to 1.5 'I<,
although the atomic density remains aImost constant in
this temperature intcrval.
In this communication we present evidence that this
anomalous temperature dependence is not caused by a
temperature dependent clcctronic scattering ratc a s
suggested previously 4.6 but by the impurity content of
thc liquid.

Th~oretically, optical breakdown in pure helium
can only occur at moderatc threshold powers if these
is at least one free electron in the focaI volume5 of
the liquid whcn the laser pulse is arriving. Therefore
the question arises rvhcther the relatively high threshold power observed for the first breakdown i s simply
caused by the lack of an initial electron, and whether
the eIectrons - left over from the first breakdown a r e responsible for igniting the subsequent brcakdown at a much lower threshold power.
In order to check this assumption we injected electrons from a hot cathodes into the liquid sweeping
them into the focal volume by a n electric Geld
(SOV/cm). From the measured current density
(2 lo-" A/cm2) and the known electronic mobility 9
the number of electrons in the focaI volume was estimated to be at least 10" This high density of electrons
(6 orders of magnitndc higher than the natural background1*) produced no oh~ervable influence on the
threshold power neither for the first nor for subsequent
pulscs. - WINTERLING,
BEINICKE
and DRANSFELD
rcached essentially the same conclusion from their
experiments: By a d c electric field they swept away
all charge carriers out of the focal volume. This
removal of electrons prior to inducing brcakdown had
again no influence on the obscrved threshold power.

-

The Role of Impurisies

From the above observations onc can safely conclude
that a considerably higher density of free electrons
must be ncccssasy for the production of breakdown.
PrcsurnabEy impurities alone, having a much lo~vcr
ionisation energy than helium atoms, produce rhe first
copious supply of electrons when the Iascr pulse
arrives.
If no special precautions are takcn to purify liquid
helium, it may have an impurity content of one part
per million or more, not only of He3 hut also of
The Role of Initial Electrons
rnicrocrystallites of air and other materids which can
~ B R T K ~ ~ Sand
O ~ A
B O C H K O V Aas~ well as WINTER- be easily ionized in the initid phases of each lascr
pulse. If the number of free carriers generated this
LING and HEINTCKE
"ave
observed an interesting time
way inside the focal volume exceeds about 109 the
dependence of thc thrcshold power: The initial. optical
breakdown required t h ~ :highest avnilabIe lascr powcr, threshold power for optical breakdown is expected to
decrease noticeablv 5 .
while subsequent breakdowns a few minutes later
Since these foreign materials have mostly a density
could be produced by a power which was about one
higher than that of the liquid, they a r e able to
order of magnitude smaller. This seduction only
sediment out, only rather slowly in He I, but xeIaiively
disappeared if the time interval between p u k e s was
fast in superfluid Hc 11".
larger than 30 minules.
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If the breakdown is indeed promoted by sedimenting
impurities one would except the threshold power to
increase in time if the, liquid is kept in the supexfluid
state:

1) When the liauid was maintained at 1.9 'K for
30 minutes we observed an inscreasc of the threslIold power by one order of magrlitudc.
At the same temperature tlle thresh old powt:r
decreased again hy similar amount 1t the sedi-

3

mentation of the impurities was prevented, for
example, by simply stirring the liquid mechanically.
All these observations lead to the concIusion that
the presence of impurities in liquid helium plays a
very important roIe in the observed process of optical

breakdown.
The authors are greatly indebted to Prof. K. DRANSFEL~
for many stimulating discussions.

